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Foreword - Chair

As Chair of the Programme Precision
Executive Steering Group and Chief Executive
of Bradford Metropolitan District Council,
I will oversee the delivery and implementation
of our collaborative multi agency Serious and
Organised Crime Strategy.

The government’s Serious and Organised Crime
Strategy released in November 2018 details the
significant impact organised crime has on our
communities. I know how serious the issues are
for some communities, with a small minority of
people causing unacceptable difficulties for the
vast majority. I am determined to ensure that
those who seek to intimidate, exploit and corrupt
people and conduct their criminal activities within
the communities of Bradford and across the wider
communities of West Yorkshire will be met by a
joint coordinated response. This will be based on
the key framework set out in both the government
and Programme Precision response strategies
covering 4 key areas - 

Kersten England
Chair of Programme Precision Executive

Steering Group.

Chief Executive Bradford Metropolitan District

Council.
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Prevent - We will aim to prevent people from
becoming involved in organised crime.
Pursue - We will ensure we are jointly focused on
relentlessly pursuing criminals through disruption.
Prepare - We will aim to reduce the impact of
serious and organised crime to victims,
businesses and communities.
Protect - We will aim to understand the drivers
behind organised crime and what is coming over
the horizon and take steps to protect against our
vulnerabilities.

The national strategy is clear; strong partnership
working using the knowledge and skills of a range
of people, professions and groups to deliver tried
and tested evidenced based approaches to these
issues is needed. This is in addition to, where
required, developing new and innovative ways of
working. This is needed to meet the threat of
organised crime.

This joint working, enhanced intelligence sharing
and engagement with a range of partners will
provide opportunities to make progress on a wide
range of options to tackle organised crime.
Joint working between relevant agencies and
partners is nothing new; there have been effective
working relationships in existence for many years.
Programme Precision will build on these
relationships, harnessing them together and
continually learning to make sure we respond
effectively to the wide-ranging and diverse issues
faced across the communities of West Yorkshire.

This strategy comes amidst a challenging time for
all those working to tackle this issue. The
emergence of new crime types that seek to exploit
vulnerable children and adults to become
engaged in drug dealing, acts of violence and the
ever increasing occurrence of online offending,
means that more than ever we need to have a
shared vision and a common purpose.

I look forward to Programme Precision and the
collaborative efforts it entails; reducing the risks of
significant harm to vulnerable individuals and
removing the blight that serious and organised
crime causes for our communities across West
Yorkshire.



West Yorkshire Police

Programme Precision is our collaborative

response to the threat of serious and

organised crime. This strategy sets out our

common vision and commitment to work

together in tackling these threats to ensure

our communities can become safer places to

live, work and visit. 

Serious and organised crime costs the UK

economy around £37 billion every year and brings

misery and suffering to victims.

Serious and organised crime is nothing new.

Already much is done in partnership to tackle

drugs and firearms offences, child sexual

exploitation and modern slavery. We must,

however, ensure, that as the threat continues to

evolve we prepare for the future and put ourselves

in a position to protect those who are most

vulnerable. We will tackle those involved in crimes

including cyber crime, money laundering, gang

activity, serious violence and so-called county

lines crime.

In order to do this we need to work more closely

with our partners, other agencies, charities and

our communities. Collaboration is fundamental to

both understanding the threat and to devising

strategies and effective tactics to disrupt those

involved and provide a multi-faceted, coordinated

and effective response. 

I want West Yorkshire to be a hostile environment

for those who are involved or assist in serious and

organised crime. Closer working

arrangements with our partners, engendering

shared responsibilities and values help us to

make best use of resources, join up ideas and

increase tactical capabilities, which will improve

what we do, ensure we take positive action and

protect those who are the most vulnerable.

The Programme Precision Strategy is a reflection

of our shared vision to make the people of West

Yorkshire safer and feel safer in all they do. Those

involved in serious and organised crime should

know that as a collective we will be relentless in

our pursuit to disrupt their criminal activity.

Working together to tackle
serious and organised crime
is a priority for
West Yorkshire Police and
our partners.

Russ Foster

Assistant Chief Constable

Specialist Crime -

Programme Precision
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Police & Crime Commissioner

A key aspect of the West Yorkshire Police and

Crime plan is working together to tackle

serious and organised crime. 

During my time as the Police and Crime

Commissioner for West Yorkshire I have

championed partnership working, in particular

around serious and organised crime. My

Partnership Executive Group (PEG), is an

example of how through a shared ambition and by

working together we can identify solutions that

work in West Yorkshire to reduce crime and

disorder, improve community safety and Criminal

Justice effectiveness and efficiency. I want to

ensure our communities can become safer places

to live, work and visit and I see the Programme

Precision strategy as being part of these key

aims. 

The challenge posed from serious and organised

crime is a significant one and we cannot tackle

this complex problem on our own. Everyone in

West Yorkshire has a responsibility to keep our

communties safe and I believe in enabling and

empowering our communities to work with the

police and partners to tackle these issues and

promote community responsibility and cohesion.

Programme Precision is an important and integral

part of my wider strategy to tackle crime and anti-

social behaviour, safeguard vulnerable people,

ensure the criminal justice process works for

communities and support victims and witnesses of

crime – the key outcomes in my Police and Crime

Plan. I look forward to working with our partners

and supporting Programme Precision. 

Through the shared vision of the Police and Crime

plan I will strive to ensure we put victims’ needs

first, protect the vulnerable and put the proceeds

of crime back into our communities wherever

possible.

Mark Burns-Williamson OBE

Police & Crime Commissioner

West Yorkshire



Why do we need
Programme Precision?

disrupts and dismantles this type of crime.

The direction from government is clear, we need

to establish a whole systems approach through

strong, coherent and connected partnerships to

understand the threat of serious and organised

crime, which operates with a common vision and

shared goal to make communities safer.

The old ways of working are not sufficient, we will

continue to catch and convict perpetrators, prevent

and deter offending and rehabilitate and resettle

offenders but we need to supplement this work. The

ability to have early engagement with vulnerable

groups to break the cycle of offending is crucial. We

need to be able to operate within virtual communities

where criminals manipulate the internet to commit

fraud, groom children for sexual exploitation and

move commodities such as drugs and firearms via

the dark web. 

It joins us all up and it
involves everyone in West
Yorkshire. It involves you.
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In November 2018 the government published a

revised strategy which set out their (and our)

approach to serious and organised crime.

The government’s aim is to protect citizens and

prosperity by allowing no safe space for serious and

organised criminals to operate within the UK and

overseas, online and offline. As part of the strategy

they (and we) will:

1 Relentlessly disrupt and take targeted action 

against serious and organised criminals and 

networks having the greatest harm in the UK.

2 Build the highest levels of defence and 

resilience in vulnerable people, communities, 

businesses and systems.

3 Stop the problem at source, identifying and 

supporting those at risk of engaging in criminality.

4 Establish a single, whole-system response, 

aligning the efforts of all those involved in 

responding to serious and organised crime as one, 

cohesive system.

This new strategy will target the highest harm

networks and the most dangerous and determined

criminals who exploit vulnerable people. It will use all

the powers and levers available to the state to deny

them access to money, assets and infrastructure.

But the government recognises that we will not

achieve this through disruption alone. Everyone must

work together - the public, businesses and

communities must work cohesively to help stop

themselves from being targeted by criminals and

support those who are. We must also intervene early

with those at risk of being drawn into criminality.

The strength of our approach, through Programme

Precision, will be adopting a shared vision and

achieving buy-in from partners, charities, voluntary

organisations and communities across the entire

county of West Yorkshire.

We recognize that serious and organised crime is a

major threat to our communities. The ability of those

involved to transcend local, national and international

boundaries as well as infiltrate emerging

communities, use the most up to date technology and

identify and exploit the most vulnerable in our society

means that we need an approach that is different to

how we have traditionally delivered our policing

response.

The communities of West Yorkshire deserve the very

best response to this threat. A response that delivers

an effective, efficient and state of the art service that



What is Serious and
Organised Crime?
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For criminal activity to be defined as “serious

and organised crime” the following criteria

must be met:

l More than one criminal is involved;
l It involves control, planning and use of specialist 

resources;
l It causes significant harm or has the potential to do 

so;
l There is material gain, which is usually financial.

The most common types of serious and

organised crime are:

l Production, importation, movement and 

supply of illegal drugs, often including the use of

firearms or weapons.
l The production, conversion and supply of 

firearms.
l Human trafficking and organised immigration 

crime.
l Exploitation, including the sexual exploitation of 

vulnerable people, communities and other groups.
l Fraud and economic crime including the rising 

threat from cyber related crime.
l Corruption within law enforcement organisations 

and professional bodies such as accounting, legal 

services, banking and the service providers.
l Organised acquisitive crime including burglary and 

robbery.

What this means to the person on the street.

“Serious and organised crime can manifest itself in

all areas of society and our communities. Within

West Yorkshire we want the public, community

groups and frontline practitioners to know what to

look for and to help us tackle these problems at a

local level. Tell us what is happening on your street,

in your park or by your local shops that is fuelling

serious and organised crime so we can tackle it

together.

Russ Foster
ACC Crime
West Yorkshire Police



Introduction and local context
What does serious and organised crime look like in West Yorkshire?

The overall financial cost to the UK economy of

serious and organised crime is estimated to be

£37 billion a year. There are estimated to be 5,866

active OCGs (organised crime groups) nationally

involving 39,414 individuals. 

The direct impact on individual victims, communities

and businesses is hard to quantify, but is nonetheless

devastating. Acknowledging the threat from serious

and organised crime, a cross government strategy to

tackle it was published in 2013. This strategy lists the

objectives for each of the four strands - Pursue,

Prevent, Protect and Prepare. These strands are now

embedded onto agency and law enforcement plans. 

County Lines

Overview of Organised Crime Groups in West Yorkshire*

Child Sexual
Exploitation and

Abuse
Drugs Financial

Modern Slavery/
Human

Trafficking

Organised
Acquisitive

Crime

12 3 69 13 12 34

Firearms

3

Bradford

Leeds

Wakefield

Kirklees

Calderdale

*Data accurate as of 04/01/2019

In common with other areas of the UK, organised

crime in West Yorkshire has long been associated

with drug trafficking, the illegal distribution of firearms,

money laundering, organised acquisitive crime, fraud,

corruption and violence. Whilst all of these areas of

criminality continue to heavily influence our local

profile and evolve, newer crimes which exploit

vulnerability are continuing to emerge. The following

areas of criminality are increasingly emerging as local

organised crime concerns:

l Child exploitation, both in terms of sexual offending

and in exploitation in the illegal drug supply 

(county lines).
l Human trafficking and illegal immigration. 
l Cyber crime and cyber-enabled crime.
l Urban street gangs.
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West Yorkshire currently has 146* organised crime

groups and has shown a steady increase in numbers

over the past 18 months. This increase is in part due

to the increase in awareness in staff, especially within

the intelligence units in identifying, understanding and

disrupting these groups. 

The groups are categorised in terms of their principle

criminality but in reality, the groups operate across a

number of crime types with firearms often seen as a

linked criminality type to drugs supply. The current

spread of crime classification accordingly is as

follows:

Drugs Supply 69

Organised Acquisitive Crime 34

Modern Day Slavery 12

Firearms 3

Criminal Finances 13

Child Sexual Exploitation  3

and Abuse

County Lines 12

93% of OCG members in West Yorkshire are male,

90% are British with 48% described as white ethnicity

and 33% Asian. The majority of the members (42%)

are aged between 26 and 35.

40 of the West Yorkshire OCGs are known to operate

across county borders, affecting 20 different policing

areas and even internationally across 10 different

countries. Conversely, given the fluid nature of the

operation of OCGs, West Yorkshire is impacted upon

by 138 OCGs from 17 other police areas nationally.

This presents obvious challenges and the need to

work effectively across local authority, county and

international borders.

Local understanding of the profile of serious and

organised crime is informed primarily through police

intelligence and one of the aims of this strategy is to

improve the intelligence picture through better

engagement with partners who can provide a richer

picture.

Whilst those involved in serious and organised crime

can work alone or through informal hierarchies, they

typically operate in loose networks based on trust,

reputation and experience sometimes based around

family ties cutting across ethnic boundaries.

Pathways into criminality are diverse and differ

between crime types. Financial gain is not always

the principal motivation for involvement in serious

and organised crime eg, CSEA (child sexual

exploitation and abuse) offenders are driven by a

sexual interest and occasionally, they may even be

victims themselves and can be coerced, corrupted,

groomed and exploited to offend (knowingly or

unwittingly).

7
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The Criminal Exploitation of Children and
Adults

The exploitation of vulnerable children and young

people by organised crime groups in order to engage

in criminal activity such as dealing drugs has been

recognised nationally and is termed “county lines”.

The term is used to describe the situation where a

group supplies drugs from an `urban` to a `rural`

location and often involves exploiting young people in

order to carry out the activities. The established

`network` operates by using a branded mobile phone

line and supply lines for drugs. Young and vulnerable

people are exploited by means of violence,

intimidation and coercive control in order to move and

deal the drugs and cash.

West Yorkshire in not immune to this phenomenon

and experiences `county lines` in a number of ways.

This includes organised crime groups from West

Yorkshire operating drugs lines into other counties,

and across West Yorkshire from urban to rural areas.

Groups from outside West Yorkshire are also

exploiting people to operate their criminal drug

dealing into West Yorkshire. 

The true scale of activity can be difficult to determine

and requires a whole partnership approach to identify

and address the issues. The national response is

detailed within the government’s 2017 Drug Strategy

and the 2016 Ending Violence and Exploitation

Strategy.

A further visible representation of organised crime is

the issue of urban street gangs. Often, but not solely

associated with operating of county lines, these

Urban Street Gangs

gangs exist in urban areas. The control of local

drugs markets can lead to violence, often

perpetrated by young people against young people

and brings fear to local communities, often

devastating the families affected. The response

requires a whole partnership approach to tackle the

criminality but also to support communities and co-

ordinate activity to remove the pathways into gang

membership.

Tackling organised crime groups, county lines and

urban street gangs is all part of the Programme

Precision approach and features within the

partnership responses across the five districts of

West Yorkshire.

Collectively, organised criminal groups, county lines

networks and urban street gangs are categorised as

criminal networks and whilst the focus of their

activities can differ, the common issues of the

impacts on communities and vulnerable people are

clear.  

Programme Precision will ensure a partnership

approach is applied to bring together the skills and

resources from across the county to pursue the

criminals, Prepare our communities and responses,

Protect our communities and Prevent people from

being drawn into exploitative criminal activities that

have the common effect of ruining lives.

8
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Pathways into Serious and Organised Crime

Pathways into criminality are diverse and

differ between crime types. Individuals

and businesses that commit or enable

serious and organised crime often have

particular characteristics and their risk of

involvement increases when they belong

to certain networks.

Financial gain is not always the principal

motivation for involvement in serious and

organised crime. For example cyber

criminals can be driven by an ideaology

and CSEA offenders by a sexual

interest.

Individuals can be coerced, corrupted,

debt-bound, groomed and exploited, or

even offend unwittingly.

Insider

access

Small/

struggling

companies

Storage/

transportation

functions

Money

laundering

operations
Night time

economy

(contacts/

clientele)

Characteristics

of Businesses

Networking

Opportunities

Characteristics

of Individuals

(Source NCA National Strategic Assessment 2017)

Online:

Illicit opportunities

for those who might

not offend offline,

and perceived

anonymity on the

dark web.

Prison:

Offenders can maintain or create

criminal networks. Vulnerable

prison staff can be corrupted.

Associates:

Offenders in friendship, social,

and employment networks can

offer criminal opportunity.

Ethnicity &

Culture:

Can foster trust,

and may give

some criminal

groups global

criminal contacts.

Family:

Crime group families mentor and

normalise criminality. Criminal

favours for relatives can escalate.

Greed Addiction

Specialist

skills and

knowledge

Financial

hardship

Mental

health

issues Transitional

periods

Troubled

family

life
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Aims and Objectives

l Ensure a comprehensive understanding of organised crime including who is involved and where it takes

place.
l Gather and share information and intelligence from all partners, including the community, helping to raise

awareness of the threat posed by serious and organised crime.
l Develop appropriate partnership interventions to deter people from becoming involved in serious and 

organised crime and rehabilitate those caught up in criminality.
l Make West Yorkshire a hostile environment for those engaged in serious and organised crime.
l To pursue OCGs through strong and effective partnerships, sharing multi-agency intelligence and 

resources to maximise impact and disruption resulting in the dismantling of OCGs.
l To deliver a cohesive partnership 4 ‘P’ strategy to co-ordinate the partnership response to identify and 

dismantle OCGs. 
l Through a whole partnership approach reduce the threat and risk posed by OCGs. 
l To reduce the risk of harm and increase confidence in our local communities that all statutory agencies

actively pursue OCGs.

To build a highly effective pan West Yorkshire partnership which will work together to make West

Yorkshire a hostile environment to those who seek to exploit our communities to benefit from all

forms of organised crime. We will focus our efforts on identifying and protecting those vulnerable to

organised crime and support and protect our communities.

Our Vision:

Our Aims:

l Prepare: Reducing the impact of this criminality where it does occur.

l Prevent: Preventing and deterring people from engaging in serious and organised crime.

l Pursue: Exploiting opportunities to disrupt and where possible prosecute those engaged in serious 

and organised criminality.

l Protect: Taking measures to increase protection for individuals, businesses and communities from 

serious and organised crime and safeguarding those most at risk from it.

Our Objectives:

The Home Office and National Crime Agency endorse the “Four P” approach to tackling serious and organised

crime: Prepare, Prevent, Pursue and Protect.  A fifth P, “Partnership” is embedded across the entire West

Yorkshire approach. Our objectives are as follows: 
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l Ensuring each local authority area has a local serious and organised crime profile and delivery strategy.

l Promoting understanding of serious and organised crime across our partnerships and communities.

l Supporting our communities affected by serious and organised crime, listen to their experiences and 

act on intelligence and information we receive from them.

l Working with a range of partners to address the causes of OCG membership and develop strategies to

ensure precursor activity is identified to allow for early intervention.

l Reporting on our performance in tackling serious and organised crime and ensure the partnership can 

be held to account.

l Undertaking concentrated partnership activity in the communities affected by serious and organised 

crime to inform people of the signs and dangers of it.

l Continuing to learn from our experiences and continually building on our responses to serious and 

organised crime across the partnership.

l Working with the private sector and businesses to ensure that staff are skilled in identifying the signs of

serious and organised crime and that effective reporting mechanisms are in place.

l Working with all statutory partners to harness resources and capability to implement, The Public Services

(Social Value) Act 2012 to improve the economic, social and environmental well-being of communities 

at risk of or victims of serious and organised crime. 

1. Prepare

Programme Precision will PREPARE the partnership to tackle serious and organised crime by:

l Deterring young people from engaging or being drawn into serious and organised crime through 

awareness and education programmes for them and their families, and by police and partners adopting

an ‘early intervention approach’.

l Developing awareness and improved training to front line staff across the partnership with regards to 

serious and organised crime and organised crime groups.

l Developing an effective response to foreign national offenders by improving our capabilities and building

partnerships with relevant agencies.

l Ensuring each local authority area’s serious and organised crime local profile is continually reviewed 

to identify new threats and knowledge gaps.

l Using a range of communication and media platforms to deliver key messages, raising awareness of 

OCG activity and ensuring we celebrate success and positive work.

l Identifying opportunities for offenders to be diverted away from criminality.

2. Prevent

Programme Precision will PREVENT serious and organised criminal activity by:

11



l Using the Proceeds of Crime Act to restrain and confiscate assets belonging to people involved in 

serious and organised crime.

l Developing an understanding of powers available across the partnership and statutory authorities that 

allow us to disrupt the activities of organised crime groups.

l Deploying our specialist capabilities, where required, against those organised crime groups that present

the greatest risk to our communities.

l Train our staff to use the full range of investigative and disruption opportunities to tackle offending 

creatively.

l Ensuring that across the partnership staff are skilled to identify organised crime groups and that these 

are appropriately mapped and managed in accordance with national requirements.

l Continually improving our digital capabilities to tackle internet enabled crime.

l Using existing legislation to deal with foreign national offenders engaged in organised criminality.

l Taking every opportunity to collaborate with other forces and law enforcement agencies to bring 

offenders to justice.

l Using the full range of legislation to tackle the professional enablers who facilitate serious and organised

crime.

3. Pursue

Programme Precision will PURSUE those engaged in serious and organised criminality by:

l Working with safer schools officers to identify the next generation of those vulnerable to urban crime 

group and organised crime group influence and deliver appropriate interventions.

l Helping protect businesses by working with them to reduce the threat posed by cyber crime.

l Prioritising the protection of children, young people and the vulnerable from the threat of criminal 

exploitation.

l Being able to respond to immediate risk and intelligence to keep people from the harm posed by serious

crime.

l Ensure that existing mechanisms are used to identify and alert authorities to issues of vulnerability.

l Supporting businesses and the private sector in identifying people at risk from serious and organised 

crime and especially when crimes are in action.

l Providing a visible presence in communities who are most affected by serious and organised crime 

and ensuring their needs are met.

l Working with internal and external stakeholders including the voluntary and community sectors to 

develop indicators to measure the social impact of Programme Precision.

4. Protect

Programme Precision will PROTECT our communities from the harm caused by serious and organised crime

by:
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The West Yorkshire approach to
tackling Serious and Organised Crime

The diagram below outlines the governance arrangements and lines of accountability.

Local Authority
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Our Approach

The West Yorkshire Serious and Organised Crime

(SOC) Strategy reflects the national strategy of a 4P

framework to tackle SOC (See previous). It is built on

a fully engaged partnership approach, involving

stakeholders and partners from the public sector,

statutory community safety partners, other

government and law enforcement agencies as well

as the third and private sectors in order to ensure

that all available information, resources and powers

are brought to bear locally to tackle SOC.

West Yorkshire Executive Steering Group ̀Programme Precisioǹ

Overall governance of the County’s SOC

arrangements are the responsibility of the Executive

Steering Group.

The group will support the delivery of the Serious and

Organised Crime Strategy across the county of West

Yorkshire. It will provide strategic leadership,

continual professional development relating to serious

and organised crime and maximise opportunities for

consistency in the formulation and delivery of strategy

and tactics. The group will seek to standardise the

approach taken in each area to enable and support

the local delivery of the SOC strategy, assisting

agencies with a pan-West Yorkshire responsibility to

support each district and local authority area. The

SOC group will provide a link into force, district

policing, local authority partnership boards and

working groups to ensure that agencies represented

at the Programme Precision Executive Steering

Group can influence these meetings. 

The group chair is the Chief Executive of Bradford

Metropolitan District Council, and meets every three

months. It has clear lines of sight into the WYP Chief

Officer team, local authority executives and the

Office for the Police & Crime Commissioner. 

West Yorkshire Police Silver Organised Crime Group

Reporting directly into the West Yorkshire Executive

Steering Group is the West Yorkshire Police Silver

OCG group. The group chair is the Detective

Superintendent with responsibility for serious and

organised crime in West Yorkshire and aims to deliver

upon strategic requirements set by the Executive

Steering Group. The group oversees the consistent

delivery of the SOC strategy across districts and

ensures that those OCGs that pose the most

significant risk are adequately managed. To this end it

is supported by the force’s central OCG governance

unit which ensures consistency in mapping and

scoring of OCGs, in order that risk is properly

assessed thus allowing for the best allocation of

resources.

It promotes training and development as well as

providing the governance link between districts and

force level departments. This allows for an effective

escalation and de-escalation process ensuring the

most effective tactics are brought about to help

dismantle the OCGs. The group will report into the

Executive Steering Group in terms of performance,

outcomes and key activities as well as any issues

requiring the involvement and intervention of the

group, ensuring effective partnership delivery of the

National SOC Strategy.
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District and Local Authority Serious and Organised Crime Delivery

Within each local authority and district policing area

sits a separate governance structure intended to

separate strategic, operational and tactical

management of SOC. At the Gold level meeting, the

Community Safety Partnership Executive is

responsible for the governance of activities. The

District Silver Group ensures that the strategic aims of

the gold group are met, and that resources are

appropriately allocated in order to reduce the risk and

harm that SOC/OCGs present. 

The Silver Partnership Group is also responsible for

ensuring the effective use of intelligence and multi-

agency resources to maximise impact and disruption

of OCGs causing the highest harm within

communities.

The Bronze Group is responsible for creating,

managing and implementing a proportionate and

effective 4 ‘P’ response to reduce the impact of the

OCGs on communities. At the meeting intelligence is

shared and activity coordinated to tackle OCGs. The

disruption and dismantling of OCGs is delivered

through the 4 ‘P’ framework, ensuring that effective,

coordinated partnership activity reduces the risk and

harm to members of the local community.

Local Profiles

To ensure a common understanding of the threat from

SOC and how it impacts upon local communities,

partner agencies work collectively to ensure all

intelligence is shared and a collective assessment of

the threat posed is reflected in the Serious and

Organised Crime Local Profile (SOCLP). From this

assessment the partnership determines the 4P

response based on the government’s strategy and in

accordance with the strategic aims and objectives.

The partnership will continue to develop its

understanding and look to expand the range of

information used in the preparation of these profiles. 

West Yorkshire Police Serious and Organised Crime teams

As part of our partnership response, West Yorkshire Police has developed various specialist teams

which it uses to combat areas of organised criminality.
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The dedicated staff from the Force’s Serious and Organised Crime Unit have the prime function of tackling

serious and organised crime in West Yorkshire. Working alongside the Intelligence Development Team, the

unit responds using a range of tactics to address the criminality, prevent harm to people and bring offenders

from OCGs to justice. 

As well as undertaking complex investigations against the most serious of threats, the teams also respond

dynamically to any emerging risk and their response is critical in supporting districts, regional and national

partner forces and agencies to develop intelligence. Timely intervention such as tackling OCG tensions

caused by rivalry and feuding, prevents risks from escalating, keeping the communities of West Yorkshire

safer.

Serious and Organised Crime Unit

Located across our five local authority areas the specialist safeguarding partnership teams work towards

protecting children and vulnerable adults from harm. This is a key priority for the Force and its partners. 

A central governance team ensures a consistent approach to child safeguarding (including child sexual

abuse, physical abuse, neglect and child sexual exploitation), adult safeguarding (including domestic abuse

and abuse of vulnerable adults), public protection and abusive images. Our multi-agency approach to

safeguarding (primarily through local safeguarding boards), means we will increase our ability to prevent

offences, robustly manage dangerous offenders and provide high level support to victims. 

Safeguarding Teams



The West Yorkshire Economic Crime Unit forms part of the Regional response to fraud, money laundering

and economic crime through the Regional Asset Recovery Team. Sharing the same senior leadership

ensures the links to national, regional and local threats are understood at every level.

The team leads on investigations into OCG activity where financial gain is the primary aim, through either

fraud, scams, money laundering or illegal money lending. Furthermore the team target professional

enablers acting as professional support services to criminal networks to allow them to realise the profits

from illegal activities. The team also work with partners, the community and businesses to build resilience in

order to identify the signs of fraud and help protect individuals and communities from loss. 

Economic Crime Unit
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Launched in January 2015, the Human Trafficking Team is located within the Protective Services (Crime)

department of West Yorkshire Police. This dedicated team is responsible for investigating offences of

Human Trafficking (also known as Modern Day Slavery) and actively targets criminals and organised crime

groups operating in this crime area. This crime type is currently the second highest priority crime for the

Force and is overseen by the ACC for Crime. The team retains ownership for the investigation and

dismantling of identified OCGs as well as providing support to investigations across the five policing

districts aided by specially trained SPOCs (Single Points of Contact) in each district.

The team supports the National Referral Mechanism to signpost victims for further support and undertake

activities to gather intelligence and raise awareness across our communities, third sector providers and

partnerships.

Human Trafficking / Modern Day Slavery

West Yorkshire Police continues to build its capability around the identification and management of foreign

national offenders. People who have entered the UK legitimately or otherwise can come into contact with

the police through a variety of means. The ability to gather intelligence and information on previous foreign

offending they may have been responsible for, allows the police to assess the risk that individual poses to

the community. It also helps to identify patterns in offending, the emergence of criminal networks in the

communities of West Yorkshire, as well as people who may be at risk of becoming victims of crime through

some form of vulnerability. The unit works in partnership with Home Office Immigration teams. 

International Assistance Unit and Foreign National Offending

The West Yorkshire Cyber Crime Team is at the forefront of the response to internet enabled offending.

Developments in technology mean that criminals are increasingly using on-line capabilities to exploit

security vulnerabilities in order to facilitate criminality. The team supports a network of Digital Media

Investigators to ensure that the organisation has the capability to gather digital evidence and intelligence to

identify, disrupt and detect criminality. The unit engages widely with the community and third sector

networks across West Yorkshire to raise awareness and prevent people from becoming victims of cyber

criminals.

Cyber Crime Unit
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Victim Support (VS) is the independent charity for people affected by crime and traumatic events in England

and Wales. Our specialist teams provide individual, independent, emotional and practical help to enable

people to cope and recover from the effects of crime.

We are not part of the police, the courts or any other criminal justice agency. Our services are free and

available to everyone, whether or not the crime has been reported and regardless of when it happened.

Last year we offered support to 814,000 people. With over 40 years experience as the leading independent

victims’ charity, we know the impact that crime has on peoples’ lives and what it takes to help them get their

lives back on track. 

We work locally across West Yorkshire to support people affected by crime, and campaign nationally to put

their needs first, ensuring that they get the support they need and the respect they deserve. Together, we

help people feel safer and find the strength to move forward after crime.

We have 5 hub bases in each district of West Yorkshire where victims can drop in

or have appointments. We can also provide home visits when necessary.

To make a referral to Victim Support, please contact:-

WY Referral Centre – 0300 303 1971 (8am-8pm Mon-Fri) and (9am - 5pm Sat)

National Supportline – 0808 1689 111 (24 hours)

On-line referral through Victim Support website - https://www.victimsupport.org.uk.

Victim Support

The impact of firearms is not only felt by the victims of the violence but also has a hugely corrosive impact

on our communities where it takes place. Firearms have become a key facilitator of some drug trafficking

networks and the effect of inter OCG rivalry for control of drug markets plays out, often with violence on the

streets of West Yorkshire. This dedicated team works with partner agencies to deliver effective and locally

tailored solutions to tackle the threat also posed by urban street gangs. All elements of the 4P approach are

used to investigate firearms discharges as well as tackling the supply and possession of firearms using a

mixture of tactics at the team’s disposal. The team also lead on preventive initiatives and are currently

working with providers in school settings to warn against the dangers of firearms, criminality and

membership of criminal networks.

Firearms Prevent Team



Case Study -
Get Away ‘N’ Get Safe

Programme Precision has already delivered a project aimed at tackling organised crime, supported by

£50,000 of funding from West Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner, Mark Burns-Williamson.

The Get Away ‘N’ Get Safe Gangs Prevention

Programme, which aims to steer over 1500 primary

school children across West Yorkshire away from a

life of crime, started in February 2018 and is

continuing this academic year (2018 - 2019). 

It was initially funded by West Yorkshire Police’s

Proceeds of Crime Act fund which takes money away

from criminals and reinvests it back into positive

community projects. This can now continue thanks

to the support of the PCC.

Created by James Riley who spent over 18 years

working as a Probation Officer specialising in gangs in

Merseyside, 12 schools across West Yorkshire have

benefited from the five-hour programme. Children's

Commissioner, Anne Longfield, attended one of the

Leeds schools a few weeks ago to see the work being

done.

The programme is all about changing a young

person’s thinking, getting them to be brave, confident

and inspire them to follow their dreams. The

experience of the project founder made him realise

that many of the individuals engaged in gang activity

did not fully understand the lifestyle they had become

involved in and many wished they could turn back the

clock. 

Some individuals said they had been exploited at a

young age sometimes following a simple act of being

"befriended" by someone with an ulterior motive. This

emphasises the point that early intervention is a key

part of changing the future of a young person’s life

and prospects. It is important that we do everything

we can to safeguard the young people of West

Yorkshire.

Get Away ‘N’ Get Safe is a community initiative aimed

at changing the beliefs and culture of young people.

Programme Precision will identify the very best, tried

and tested initiatives from around the country and

deliver them within West Yorkshire, putting us at the

very edge of innovation and new ways of working.
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But we want to do more. We want to be able to show

our communities how effective we have been.

Traditional metrics such as crime occurrence rates

and conviction statistics will continue to be collated

and published, but through Programme Precision we

want to devise new ways of measuring success,

identifying effectiveness and establishing our gaps

where they exist.

Measuring Success

Programme Precision is ambitious. Our structure, processes and governance will allow for scrutiny,

accountability and oversight.

The government’s Serious and Organised Crime

Strategy identifies the metrics for understanding how

our activity has disrupted organised criminal networks.

These are called ‘disruptions’.

A ‘disruption’ is a measurement of impact against

serious and organised crime. It may be achieved by

any activity covered within the Serious and Organised

Crime Strategy. As Programme Precision is directly

Major Disruption - A significant impact of an organised criminal network, individual or threat/

vulnerability area with a significant or long-term impact.

Moderate Disruption - As above but with a noticeable or medium-term impact.

Minor Disruption - As above but with limited or short-term impact.

The Programme Precision structures will enable us to

identify and discuss disruptions as a collective, to

ensure we moderate for consistency. We will identify

best practice that can be shared across the county

and learn the lessons from things that don’t go as

predicted or to plan.

These disruptions will be reported every quarter to the

Home Office, they will be available for the public to

view, to see how we compare to others across the

country and in time will identify patterns, helping us to

assess our overall contribution and impact.

Our success will be measured in other ways, harder to

record and display but equally as important. 

The way in which we engage with each other and

aligned to that strategy, our combined activity will be

tightly focused to ensure that interventions can be

measured against a particular issue or threat as

follows -

develop long term relationships where collaboration

becomes the norm and integrated in what we do will

be key to success. We will measure this through

feedback, through attendance at the Programme

Precision Executive Steering Group meetings and

through the regime of inspections, that as statutory

bodies we are all subject to.

And finally, our most important measure of success

will be the feeling from within our communities. The

public confidence in Programme Precision will be

measured through engagement, feedback from

partners, through an increase in intelligence reporting

via Crimestoppers and from confidence and

satisfaction surveys undertaken by the Office of the

Police and Crime Commissioner.

What is ‘disruption’
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Communication

The scale of Programme Precision will be like nothing seen before in West Yorkshire. All relevant and

connected key stakeholders will work towards one common goal. To achieve this, clear messaging will

need to be established, communicated and then delivered. Our position as a collective will be as follows - 

Partnership Approach

l Tackling serious and organised crime is a priority for West Yorkshire Police and this dynamic new approach

will see dedicated officers and partners work closely together, focusing on the most serious crimes affecting

our communities.

l By utilising and sharing resources, Programme Precision will make a very real difference in keeping our 

communities safe and feeling safer. 

l Working together with local authorities and other partners, sharing our information and resources, provides

the most efficient and effective response to attack the menace of organised crime from every angle.

l To work with partners to develop an early intervention approach and deter young people succumbing to 

organised crime, helping them to identify positive role models.

l Programme Precision unites West Yorkshire Police with local authorities, probation, immigration 

enforcement, emergency services and other partner agencies to not only detect and disrupt criminality, but

to protect the vulnerable and safeguard those at risk from becoming victims or perpetrators of organised 

crime.

l Through this partnership approach, Programme Precision will target every single organised crime group 

in West Yorkshire and use every available tool to disrupt and dismantle them.

l Partnership working allows Programme Precision to use a wide range of civil tools and powers to disrupt 

criminal activity.

l We are committed to ridding West Yorkshire of organised crime and this direct approach with partners 

will keep communities safer and feeling safer.    

l West Yorkshire Police may not always be the most appropriate agency to intervene, and the benefit of 

Programme Precision is that the right people will be working together to guarantee the best outcome 

for everyone involved.

Key Deliverables

l Demonstrate the work and success of Programme Precision in tackling and reducing serious and organised

crime across West Yorkshire through online and traditional media. 

l Engage with the public and encourage people to report any suspicious activity via the main Crimestoppers

number – 0800 555 111

l Divert young people away from gun and knife crime by supporting initiatives planned at selected schools 

across West Yorkshire. 

l Establish the West Yorkshire position in the national picture on tackling serious and organised crime. 

l Serious and organised crime will cover a range of initiatives under the Programme Precision umbrella, 

however we will focus on key threats for pro-active campaign work, such as gun and knife crime, gangs 

and county lines. 
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Key Audiences

l Young people, particularly in relation to gangs and gun/knife crime

l Residents in hotspot communities to encourage reporting

l Those involved in serious and organised crime to remind them that they will be caught

Communication Methods

The key to successfully promoting the new partnership

will be regular news updates of Programme Precision

successes - arrests, court results, seized cash and

property etc. 

To co-ordinate the flow of information, media-liaison

SPOCs will be established in each of the relevant

areas, along with key individuals in partner agencies. 

Crucially, priority will be given to regularly messaging

selected hotspot communities affected by the most

serious issues, via printed flyers and local media, and

by co-partnering new online community sites. These

will help reach out to residents who would not

normally engage with police news channels and even

traditional local media channels.  

In terms of actual pro-active campaign work, the

priority will be on supporting new initiatives aimed at

young people, gangs and knives/guns, along with

continuing with existing well-established campaigns

covering CSE, cybercrime and human trafficking. 

Plan for specific “hotspot” communities/areas targeted for local ‘early intervention’:  

l We will form a partnership with local press and relevant local authority media colleagues to target these 

areas

l Programme Precision printed flyers with local updates and appeals for info circulated to targeted 

communities where residents don’t traditionally engage with police or media news channels.

l Regular Facebook Live broadcasts by the Precision team in designated hot spots to develop local 

community following. 

l Partners and community volunteers to work with Corporate Communications on identifying new and existing

channels to deliver ultra-local messaging to communities.

l Programme Precision targeted messaging on community web platforms.
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Despite the challenges faced by the police and our

partners, we are determined to work as a collective to

make West Yorkshire a safer place to live, work and

visit.

As Programme Precision evolves and embeds we will

learn how to optimise each agency and organisation’s

assets, ideas and powers. This will maximise our

ability to disrupt and dismantle organised criminal

networks to protect and safeguard the vulnerable who

are affected by this activity.

Our agility and ability to respond rapidly to the

changing landscape of serious and organised crime

will mean that we proactively identify threats and

devise strategies with which to combat them.

We all need to take collective responsibility for this

challenge and we look forward to delivering the

Programme Precision strategy for many years to

come.
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